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Herb’s Article
“The people were all so amazed
that they asked each other,
‘What is this? A new teaching—
and with authority! He even
gives orders to impure spirits
[read cosmic forces of evil] and
they obey him.’ News about him
spread quickly over the whole
region of Galilee.“ (Mark 1:27-28)
This week we are looking at how some
sectors of Christianity focus on the end of
the world, to the exclusion of redeeming
the present.

An End of the
World Savior versus
Present Liberator
(Originally Posted on RHM’s Website
September 18, 2015)

by Herb Montgomery

Quotable
Quotes
“For Jesus, the kingdom of
God is not primarily about
the dead, but about the living,
not primarily about life after
death, but about life in this
world.”
– Marcus J. Borg;
John Dominic Crossan;
The Last Week
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Historically, Christians have taken an
interest in alleviating human suffering,
and have been involved in human rights
movements from abolition and temperance
to disaster relief and, more recently,
Black Lives Matter. Yet some sectors of
Christianity are much more concerned
with saving people from some end-timecalamity in their future life, than they are
with people’s present life, and even those
sectors that do alleviate present suffering
typically focus on individual change rather
than structural change.
The traditional Christian effort in regards
to poverty is just one example. The effort
usually takes the form of charity such
as giving people food for today, yet not
addressing the systemic causes that
created their hunger to begin with. I’m not
saying that charity is wrong. It’s vital. It
simply is not enough. More recently, some
Christians have begun offering financial
education and seminars aimed at enabling
and empowering the poor to succeed
within the present economic system.
But these seminars don’t ever look at the
financial system itself and ask whether
this system is, in fact, just.
Both the service and education approaches
inadvertently place the blame for poverty
on the victims themselves, i.e. “It’s your
fault you’re poor.” Sometimes a person’s
individual choices do cause them to suffer.
And sometimes there is a much bigger
picture that limits the choices that person
can make. Either way, it is victim-blaming
to focus on delivering folks from personal
sin and leave untouched the sinful social
structures that cause their suffering and

oppress them. Sin moves both individually
and socially, and grace also moves both
individually and socially.
Far too many sectors of Christianity don’t
even go this far, and focus solely on saving
people from affliction at the end of time,
without regard to what afflicts them in
this right now, today. That is directly
opposed to the approach of the gospels’
Jesus.
• We never see Jesus walking around
trying to get people to say a sinner’s
prayer so as to either go to heaven
when they die or be raptured from
global catastrophe in the end of time.
(This is not to be confused with Jesus’
call to nonviolence endeavoring to
offer Jerusalem a different fate than
being destroyed by Rome.)
• We do see Jesus liberating those he
came in contact with from those
concrete things that oppressed them
in present time.
• An End-of-the-World focus tends, too
often, to allow for laziness in matter of
social justice, now.
• An End-of-the-World focus tends,
too often, to preserves the present
position of those benefiting at the
expense of others from the current
status quo.
• An End-of-the-World focus tends, too
often, to leave those presently poor,
mourning, and hungry un-blessed by
the gospel of Jesus. ( See Luke 6:20-26)
To see Jesus as Present Liberator, not
merely End-of-the-World Savior, let’s
look at Mark’s stories of the demoniacs.
First, a few words about the apocalyptic
worldview of the early Gospel authors.

Apocalyptic Worldview
Writers of the early gospel stories
subscribed to an apocalyptic worldview,
which means that they saw this world as
the battleground for the cosmic forces of
good and evil.
The apocalyptic world view possessed
four tenets: dualism, pessimism, judgment
and imminence.[1]

Dualism
Within the Apocalyptic world view the
cont’d on page 3

An End of the World... cont’d from page 2
world is dualistic, meaning it has two
parts: this world that we see and the cosmic
world that we do not see. The cosmic
world is composed of good cosmic powers
and evil cosmic powers, each power works
through earthly participants, and the
cosmic forces of evil are the enemies of a
good God. For first century apocalyptic
Jews, these evil cosmic powers were
sin, death, demons, and Beelzebub (or
the satan). According to this view, the
historical earthly participants with these
cosmic powers were Babylon, the Persians,
Greece, and Rome: all of these historical
earthly powers were oppressors of the
weak.
Within this worldview, the cosmic evil
forces are presently in control of the earth
(see 1 John 5:19) Accordingly, those who
choose the side of good will suffer and
those who choose the side of evil will
prosper.

Pessimism
Those who subscribed to this worldview
believed in the eventual overthrow of
these evil forces, yet also believed there
was nothing we can do in the meantime.
There were variations on this belief,
though. In the time of Jesus, the Pharisees
believed they could hasten the eventual
overthrow of evil through obedience to the
purity laws of the Torah. Their pessimism
produced the view that there are two ages:
the present age where the forces of evil are
in control, and the age to come when these
powers would be defeated, Earth would
be liberated, and those on the side of good
would be vindicated. For now, according to
this belief, all we should expect is that the
world would get worse and worse until the
very end when the suffering of the good
would be traded for vindication.

Judgment and Vindication
The apocalyptic worldview also included
the belief that the age to come will arrive
with a cataclysmic breakthrough that
would usher in utopia. That breakthrough
was understood to be the inauguration of
God’s Kingdom as spoken of by the prophets
here on Earth. It would be accompanied
by the bodily resurrection of those who
had died previously, and then everyone,
those living and those resurrected, would
face either a punishment or a reward. (See
Daniel 12:2)

Imminence of the End
Those who held to an apocalyptic
worldview believed that the age to come,
and all of the events associated with it,
was just around the corner.

Positives and Negatives
This worldview had positives and
negatives. The positives were that it took
evil seriously. There are evils that are
bigger than any of us individually. And it
provided hope that there was a cosmic
force for good that would eventually put
things in this earth to right. The negative
was that it tended to produce a moral
complacency in the face of injustice,
violence, and oppression here and now.
In other words, there really is nothing we
can do to change human suffering around
us until the age to come, so the best we can
do is try and survive.

The Canonical Gospels (Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John)
Today, our culture mostly subscribes to
a naturalistic world view, which means
that many people see this world as the
result of observable, measurable forces
that have repeatable impacts on the things
and people in the world. This view is not
dualistic, but assumes that everything that
happens on this planet can be explained by
natural causes and effects.
The early canonical gospel authors were
not naturalists. They drew from the
worldview of their time, the apocalyptic
worldview. This is important to

understand because it explains much of
what we read in the gospel stories they
wrote. They believed that in Jesus’ life and
teachings, which climaxed in his execution
and resurrection, the apocalyptic event
they had been looking for in the future
had finally arrived. t had happened do
not believe that someone has to hold the
apocalyptic world view to find benefit in
the Jesus story, today. Someone can hold a
naturalistic world view and still gain much
from the ethical teachings of the Jesus of
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John that will
help create a safer more compassionate
world for us all.
Most Christians today subscribe purely
to neither an apocalyptic nor a naturalist
world view, but a hybrid of both which
is influenced by the narratives of their
religious tradition. On a spectrum of
apocalypticism at one end and naturalism
at the other, the more fundamentalist
a Christian is, the more they will hover
near the apocalyptic end of the spectrum;
the more progressive a Christian is, the
more they will hover near the naturalist
end. Both will likely draw at least some
elements from the other worldview as
well. I’ll be contrasting the naturalistic
world view with the apocalyptic world
view in next week’s eSight.
What I would like to contrast this
week is the apocalypticism of the early
church with the apocalypticism of many
fundamentalist Christians today. There is
a stark difference between the two.

cont’d on page 5
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MINISTRY
UPDATE
The Revolutionary Jesus:
Explorations in Jesus’
Sermon on the Mount
Walla Walla, WA
September 18–19, 2015

This past weekend, I had a pleasure of
being invited to work with a beautiful
group of people in Walla Walla, WA.
This group is passionate about leaning
into a more loving picture of a divine
being through the lens of the teachings
of Jesus.
The topic requested for the weekend
was what most refer to today as Jesus’
sermon on the mount.
Friday night, we discussed the
nonviolence Jesus taught and the
implications this might have for our
lives as well as for our pictures of God.
Saturday morning, we kicked off with
a look at Jesus’ blessing for the poor.
Jesus’ economic teachings regarding
poverty empower us to make systemic
changes, and these teachings reveal a
heart at the center of the universe that is
standing with those we too often push
to the margins of our society.
We continued to look at Jesus’ teachings

Announcing a
New HeartGroup in
Glendale, CA!
If you are in the Glendale area and
would love to participate in the open,
mutually participatory nature of a
weekly HeartGroup, we are pleased
to announce that one is beginning
soon close to you.
For
more
information
email
Jeremy Cowin at jcowin@me.com
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driving that oppression claiming that
God is on their side.

throughout the day. We pondered Jesus’
critique of violent-domination systems
and the religious legitimization of the
oppression of the weak that too often
accompanies such systems. We looked
at Jesus’ courage in standing with those
being oppressed, marginalized, and
victimized in his day and what this says
about Jesus’ own picture of his God. (See
ohn
. e pondered the significance
of the domination system of Jesus’ own
day’s executing him for standing up for
the oppressed and how, in the story, God
stood in solidarity with Jesus in this. In
the book of cts, we find the good news
that God reversed and undid all that
was done in Jesus’ execution through
the resurrection and that a new world
has begun. (See Acts 13:32-33.) We
ended this session with contrasting
this narrative to the narratives of
oppression today, in which oppressors
claim religious legitimization and state
that God is on their side. Narratives
which give religious legalization to
oppression consistently do untold
damage to the perception of the
character of God among those who are
being oppressed. Wherever there is
oppression, you will always find those

We ended this weekend with a look the
shared table Jesus modeled in Luke and
the qualities Jesus demonstrated that
our shared tables must also have. It is
around these tables that we encounter
the potential to heal our of pictures of
God, the way we see ourselves, and the
way we see everyone else. In short, at
the shared table we find esus way to
heal our world.
I regret that limitations at the venue
of these presentations kept us from
recording this time. But I have good
news. I will be enlarging these four
presentations into five presentations
and giving them again in November. I
will record them and post them on our
website at that time.
To each of you with whom I was able
to connect or, in some cases, reconnect
this weekend, it was such a pleasure to
spend this time with you. Thank you
for coming nd thank you to the little
group that sponsored this event. I think
we all will agree, as we witnessed for
ourselves the paradigm shifts everyone
experienced over the weekend, that
this weekend was a success for Jesus’
mustard-seed revolution.
To each of you who support Renewed
Heart Ministries, I want to thank you as
well. Without you, we could not continue
to do what we do. Until the only world
that remains is a world in which love
reigns, Thank you.

An End of the World... cont’d from page 3

Quotable
Quotes
“So in everything, do to others
what you would have them
do to you, for this sums up
the Law and the Prophets.
Enter through the narrow
gate. For wide is the gate and
broad is the road that leads
to destruction, and many
enter through it. But small is
the gate and narrow the road
that leads to life, and only a
few find it.”
– Jesus;
Matthew 7:12-14

Schedule
NOVEMBER 3 - 8, 2015
AWC
Phoenix, AZ
United States
480.878.8565

DECEMBER 5, 2015
Metro NY Adventist Forum
New York City, NY
United States

JANUARY 10 - 16, 2016
Edmonds Adventist Church
Edmonds, WA
United States
425.771.5302

The Christian apocalyptic world view
of today typically holds to some level of
dualism (cosmic forces of good and evil
working through earthly powers and
systems.) It, too, looks toward a future
judgment/vindication that is referred to
by many who hold this world view as “the
end of the world.” The view also holds that
this “end” is imminent. It is just around
the corner. We do not have much time
left. Lastly, this view also tends toward
a pessimistic passivity. Things are just
going to get worse and worse. There’s
nothing we can do until the end, and Jesus
comes the second time to set things right.
Things will not any get better till the end
of the world arrives.
This contemporary form of the apocalyptic
world view, though, is a subtle denial of
Jesus.
The authors of the Jesus story did
subscribe to an apocalyptic world view
as well. Yet there was a difference. The
difference between their apocalypticism
and contemporary apocalypticism is that
they believed that in Jesus, the apocalyptic
event they had been looking for in the
future had finally arrived. t had happened
They were no longer focused on some
future event. The authors of the Jesus
story in the New Testament were looking
at the present through the lens of the life,
teachings, execution, and resurrection of
their Jesus.
Christians who hold a contemporary
apocalyptic world view today are still
looking toward the future event for world
change. Many of those are remaining
passive until those events take place. The
writers of the Jesus story believed that in
Jesus, the future apocalyptic event, in the
form a mustard seed, had arrived and they
were actively working to participate in
Jesus’ liberation from suffering here and
now
They were no longer waiting on the future,
the ingdom had come
They were no longer entrenched in passive
pessimism, but active participation in
esus work of liberation now see the
book of Acts)
Holding to an apocalyptic world view, the
gospel writers believed Jesus was their
long awaited Messiah who had ushered in
the Age to Come. (It had come in the form

of leaven placed in dough.) Jesus was their
liberator from all things that oppressed
them, both cosmic evils and those force’s
earthly collaborators, specifically ome.
These writers saw Jesus as their Liberator
from all things that oppressed them then
Mark’s stories of Jesus performing
demoniac liberation are classic example
of earthly acts of liberation from cosmic
forces of evil. For those modern readers
who subscribe to a more naturalistic
world view, the demon stories of Mark
(found in Mark 1:32, 34, 39; 3:15, 22; 5:18;
6:13; 7:26, 29-30; 9:38) are intellectually
and philosophically troubling to say the
least. But when we read them as part
of an apocalyptic world view and their
view of esus as arrival of the fulfillment
of that worldview, we see the importance
of the demoniac stories to the early Jesus
followers. (As well as the stories of raising
people from the dead, forgiving peoples
sins, and healing those who were sick).
Jesus, to them, was not a post-mortem
savior, nor a someone who told them to
keep looking toward the future. Jesus was
to them a present liberator from all things
that concretely oppressed them now
These followers saw Jesus as the Earth’s
liberator from the cosmic forces of evil.
As such, it was important that Jesus
demonstrated power over theses cosmic
demonic forces.
“The people were all so amazed that they
asked each other, ‘What is this? A new
teaching and with authority
e even
gives orders to impure spirits [i.e. cosmic
forces of evil] and they obey him.’ News
about him spread quickly over the whole
region of Galilee.” (Mark 1:27-28)

Apocalyptic Liberation
(the Kingdom) Has Come!
Whether someone subscribes to a
more naturalistic worldview or a more
apocalyptic world view, the Jesus story
can still be relevant. Regardless of how
one explains human suffering, whether it
be through natural causes or cosmic evil
forces, Jesus is the liberator from things
that cause oppression, violence, and
in ustice now
The gospel is not as much about an afterlife,
as it is about freeing people from anything
that oppresses them here and now. To
follow Jesus means to participate in Jesus’
work of liberating people from things that
cont’d on page 6
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An End of the World... cont’d from page 5
concretely oppress them in this world.

Herb Is
40!
October 6th was
Herb’s 40th birthday!

So many have already sent in
messages of gratitude and well
wishes for Herb’s special day.
If you would like to say Happy
Birthday to Herb consider making
a $1–$5 donation to support the
work of Herb and Renewed Heart
Ministries on this momentous
occasion

(Of course you can always give
more.)
Every donation made to RHM will
receive a tax deductible receipt,
and as with every gift, thank you
for your support. Together we are
making a difference, step by step,
moving closer to a safer, more
compassionate world for us all.

Quotable Quotes
e fi t
i n f e w t e in d
f d n e t in n te
the justice of God by demanding for all a fair share of a world belonging
t nd ed t e
en nt
d f
e . t w t t fi t
i n
for God’s distributive justice that led inevitably to the second passion
by Pilate’s punitive justice.”
– Marcus J. Borg; John Dominic Crossan;
The Last Week

“Love is the only force capable of transforming an enemy into a friend.”
– Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Whether
it
be
sexism,
racism,
colonialism, militarism, consumerism,
authoritarianism, classism, capitalism,
heterosexism, binarism, or whatever,
the focal point of the Jesus of the Jesus
stories is liberation from all things that
concretely oppress people. He started his
public ministry with this litany:
“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because he has anointed me
to bring good news to the poor.
he has sent me to proclaim release to the
captives
and recovery of sight to the blind [prison
blindness],
to let the oppressed go free,
to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor
[liberation from oppressors].” (Luke 4.18)
This is the liberation that Jesus referred to
in his announcement of the coming near
of the kingdom of God. The very material
term “kingdom” is rooted in Jesus’
Judaism. Unlike the kyriarchical kingdoms
of that age, however, Jesus’ kingdom would
be based on sibling relationships and
friendships. We see this demonstrated as
Jesus, whom the disciples called “Lord,”
stooped to wash the feet of those same
disciples. A more contemporary term for
Jesus’ new social order might be “kinship”
rather than an imperial “kingdom” (see
Matthew 23:8)
In short, the gospel is the good news of
liberation now, not an announcement
of good to come one day. The gospel is
not a end of time fire insurance policy
over which Christians must now argue
over the amount of the premium to be
paid. The gospel is the good news that
the seeds of liberation from things that
concretely oppress now are to be found
in the teachings of this nonviolent, Jewish
revolutionary—Jesus.
herever this finds you this week,
keep coming to the shared table. Keep
endeavoring to follow the teachings of
Jesus. Keep living in love—until the only
world that remains is a world where love
reigns.
Many voices, one new world.
I love each you dearly. ■
[1]
These four tenets are adapted from Bart Ehrman’s
The Underlying Tenets of Apocalypticism in his book God’s
Problem, pages 214-219 (Kindle Edition)

Testimonies
“One of the highlights of a perfect
weekend--reconnecting
with
one of my spiritual mentors and
social justice heroes. Thanks for
championing the downtrodden,
and showing the world the
subversive Jesus we so often
ignore. The quote I like best
from my favorite book (To Kill
a Mockingbird) about a favorite
character (Atticus Finch) also
applies to you. “There are some
men in this world who were
born to do our unpleasant jobs
for us.” Thank you for saying
the unpopular thing, for using
your privilege to champion
those who’re discriminated
against, and for reminding me to
persevere, even in what seems
like a hopeless darkness at times.
You and Crystal are some of my
absolute favorite people, and I’m
so happy to have you and your
beautiful family in my life.” –M.E.
“Thank you for all that you do
and for all of that you are. You
showed me God’s true character
and I am forever changed for that
and I continue to pass along that
message. May God continually
bless you and yours.” –A.E.

GOAL: $189,230

Annual Budget + Recession Debt

$160,000

Annual Budget

$112,275.61

Donations received
as of September 30, 2015

$29,230

Recession Debt*
* This is operational debt incurred by RHM over the years of 2008-2010
due to recession and a lessening of donations due to the financial set
backs of many of our supporters. It is our goal to see this debt paid off as
soon as possible as funds are received to do so.

“Herb you forever changed my
view of God for the better ever
since you came to my church in
. thank God for you –C.C.
“You have made a huge difference
in my life. Thanks for sharing
your wisdom.” –V.S.
“You are such a blessing to so
many. You blessed me in your
ministry and your testimony.
May you have many more years
of continued years of God’s
guidance and influence in your
ministry.” –S.E.
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Featured

Presentation
The God We See In Jesus

Insights into the reality of Human
Suffering from the Jesus Narrative

The Jesus story is not a
philosophical treatise answering
a Hellenistic “why” on human
suffering. It is a narrative within
which we begin to see a distinctly
Jewish “how” in bringing human
suffering to an end. he first act
we witness by those announcing

the arrival of
the “Kingdom
of God” was
that of healing.
Today, as Jesus
followers, our
first priority,
in a world torn with pain, is to
be a source of healing, as well,
for those who are hurting. The
Jesus story does not answer all
of our questions about human
suffering.
Instead, it shines
a light on The Way to a world
where there is no more human
suffering—no more pain, no
more sorrow, no more injustice,
violence and oppression.
It is our hope that your
heart will be awakened,
renewed and inspired
to make a difference in
our world, today, as you
listen to this month’s
featured presentation—
The God We See In Jesus
by Herb Montgomery.

Renewed Heart Ministries
provides its resources free
of charge. Jesus instructed
us, “Freely you have received,
freely give.” We at RHM take
this command very seriously.
Philosophically we have a
difficult time charging money
to people for things Jesus
taught us for free.
In order to do this, we
are entirely dependent on
the contributions of our
supporters. If you would like
to make a one-time gift or
offer monthly support, please
send your contributions to the
following address:
Renewed Heart Ministries
P.O. Box 1211
, V 2 01
Contributions can also be
made online at:
www.renewedheartministries.com

*All donations receive a taxdeductible receipt.
Be sure to check out RHM’s
FREE resources at:
www.renewedheartministries.com
As always, all proceeds received
above and beyond our budgeted
needs are passed on to other
en nd
it e n n
fit
organizations who are making
i nifi nt
n e in t e i e f
the poor.
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